In response to this exhibit, Freeport-McMoRan will preliminarily agree to an
exhibit to any party. However, if any party asserts that they need time to prepare rebuttal
the rule that is the subject of this hearing and delaying this exhibit and service will pose no
single exhibit. The subject video is primarily background information, does not directly address
2013 (the date required to submit direct (testimony) to February 26, 2013) to file and serve this
upcoming hearing. As such, we would like to request a brief extension of time from February 22,
replenishment. However, the video is brief and informative and will serve as context for the
unable to pre-file and serve in accordance with Hearing Officer O’Neill’s procedural
2013. Consensuantly, public distribution of the video is embargoed until its debut and we are
educational video and is scheduled to be unveiled at the SME annual meeting on February 25,
for use by the Society of Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration Inc. (hereinafter, “SME”), as an
will provide information on present and potential future uses of copper. The video was produced
with exhibit-4. The video will inform the Commission about copper production process and
exhibit-4. This video will inform the Commission about copper production process and
(see exhibit to John Breaker’s pre-filed direct testimony a video produced by Edison Tech Center
Freeport-McMoRan China Mining Company, Freeport-McMoRan Tyone Inc. and
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